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PROCESS FOR ONLINE FILING OF NOMINATION FORMS FOR SENIOR 

VICE PRESIDENT AND MANAGING COMMITTEE (BOTH CATEGORY 

INDIVIDUAL AS WELL AS INSTITUTIONAL) POSITIONS AT ALL 

GUJARAT FEDERATION OF TAX CONSULTANTS 

 

PREFACE: 

 
 

In the situation where it is difficult or not possible to operate physically due to 

various restrictions are imposed by Government and where it is encouraged to 

maintain social distancing aimed at public safety, as a precautionary measures 

the process of online filing of nomination forms for various positions to be 

filled at the association is prescribed here. 

 

In the 4thmeeting of the managing committee held on 16thMay, 2020, the 

members discussed about the prevailing conditions due to pandemic COVID-

19. Looking at the provision to hold Annual General Meeting as per the 

constitution and restrictions on gathering and difficulties in travelling, 

restrictions imposed on movement and health related issues, the members of 

managing committee decided to conduct the election process and holding 

Annual General Meeting through digital medium. 

 

Also observing the Notification issued u/s.144 of Cr PC, Advisory COIVD-19, 

MHA Guidelines, Circular and Notification of Governments, Local Authorities 

and in order to protect the health of our beloved members, the members of 

managing committee have reached on conclusion to conduct such proceedings 

through online platform ensuing the provisions of constitution of AGFTC.  
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The committee desirous discussed the various online meeting platform and 

reached on conclusion to adopt ZOOM online meeting platform. The Hon. 

Secretary is empowered to choose technology tools and take proper adequate 

steps for security in order to ensure the smoothen function of online 

proceedings. 

 

The members of managing committee determined the process for election to 

be conducted through digital medium within the rules and regulations of the 

constitution of the association. The detailed process has been determined and 

documented as below. 

 

The committee noted that the elections and AGM conducted through digital 

medium is just change of medium and adopting a fair and transparent 

process. All the rules related to election and conducting the AGM as provided 

by the constitution of the association and rules framed there under from time 

to time shall apply mutatis mutandis. Also, while framing the process and 

opting for decision to conduct AGM through digital medium the recent 

approval by MCA to conduct AGM by the companies through digital medium 

and various hearing being done by Hon. Supreme Court and Hon. High Courts 

of different states is also taken into consideration. 

 

 

STEP BY STEP PROCESS: 

 

 

1. Member interested for candidature should download applicable 

nomination e-form in PDF format attached with election notice e-mail or 

from the website of the association. The e-form is fillable with all 

mandatory fields. 

 

2. The provided e-form needs to be filled properly containing all details and 

the same should be signed as per the prescribed mode as provided in 

the instructions. 

 

3. In addition, the proposer member and the seconder member of the 

member interested for candidature, should send verification mails in 

prescribed format and method to the official e-mail ID. 
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4. When institutional member is proposer or seconder, the e-mail ID of 

Association or e-mail ID of President or Secretary can be used for the 

same. Also, for the institutional category, the copy of resolution should 

be attached along with the form. 

 

 

5. For proper submission, FIRST the proposer and seconder send their 

respective mail as per the prescribed manner and format, which is 

provided in the instructions along with the form. 

 

 

6. Once the proposer and seconder mails are sent, THEREAFTER the 

candidate needs to send properly filled and signed e-form along with 

payment details and copy of resolution (in case of institutional member). 

 

 

7. In case of institutional member, the resolution should be sent separately 

at the timing of filing of Nomination Form by the association to the 

official e-mail ID sec.agftc@gmail.com. 

 

 

8. The candidate should ensure that only one mail is sent for filled e-form. 

In case of multiple e-mails received, only first e-mail will be considered 

and rest of all e-mails will not be considered. No explanations or 

arguments in this matter will not be entertained and the decision taken 

by the election committee shall be final and conclusive. 

 

 

9. In case of any doubt, scrutinizers may contact the member, the 

proposer and the seconder for confirmation of details and verification. 
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WARNING: 

 

The candidates should carefully read the following step by step 

process and instructions provided along with the e-form so as to 

avoid any mistake in process which may lead to rejection of the 

candidature. 

 

All the candidates hereby need to note that e-mails contain time 

stamp (actual time of up to seconds). Therefore, please ensure that 

the e-form is mailed ONLY AFTER the mail from proposer and 

seconder BOTH are sent. 

 

ALSO ensure to take note of cut-off timing, which will in no case will 

be considered even by a single minute. So, prepare in advance and 

don’t wait until last minute for the disappointment. No such 

technical glitches shall be entertained in any manner.  

 

 

NOTES: 

 

1. Official e-mail ID for this purpose should be sec.agftc@gmail.com 

2. Prescribed modes for payment: 

(1) Pay through NEFT / IMPS on following bank details: 

All Gujarat Federation of Tax Consultants 

Bank of India Savings Account No. 203410100005412 

Income Tax Char Rasta, Ahmedabad IFSC BKID0002034 

3. All the rules as applicable for candidature in normal conditions to the 

physical application are equally applicable to digital applications, just 

process for candidature and verification is modified for digital mode. 

4. The constitution can be downloaded from the Website. 

5. Detailed instruction and prescribed modes are provided along with e-

form. 

  



Process flow diagram for easy understanding:

 

This process flow diagram is for easy understanding and is not substitute of 

step by step process and instructions. Please read 

instructions carefully. 
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This process flow diagram is for easy understanding and is not substitute of 

step by step process and 
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